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Abstract
While some remarkable progress has been made in neural machine translation (NMT) research,
there have not been many reports on its development and evaluation in practice. This paper
tries to fill this gap by presenting some of our findings from building an in-house travel domain
NMT system in a large scale E-commerce setting. The three major topics that we cover are op-
timization and training (including different optimization strategies and corpus sizes), handling
real-world content and evaluating results.
1 Introduction
Booking.com is one of the largest online companies in the world operating in 43 different lan-
guages, connecting millions of daily visitors to 1.4 million bookable accommodations while
offering both parties multilingual support and information every step of the way. Given the
company’s fast growth and a rising need for more high quality translated content, machine
translation (MT) is becoming an increasingly attractive option to automate this difficult task.
Our experiments [9] consistently show the superiority of neural machine translation (NMT)
systems over the more traditional statistical ones, even when we benchmark them against the
well-established and tested general purpose systems. Therefore our recent focus has been on
tailoring and improving our own in-house NMT systems to make them practical and effective
for us. This work highlights some of the main learnings on our journey and should be of interest
to anyone looking to deploy a custom NMT system.
In particular we focus on the following three major topics:
• Optimization and training
At Booking.com we have collected tens of millions of travel domain specific human-
translated parallel sentences, which in theory allows us to train very flexible models with
hundreds of millions of parameters. However learning such system can be computationally
expensive which often translates to unacceptably long product development iteration cy-
cles. To address this we first analyze how convergence is affected by different optimization
techniques (Section 2.2), including in a multi-GPU environment. Second, we look at how
the quality of a trained system improves as a function of the training corpus size (Section
2.3).
• Handling real-world content
Real world text comes with many challenges which have to be addressed. Section 3
presents some practical considerations for dealing with named entities and rare words.
• Quality evaluations
When building an MT system with customer-facing output, setting up a good quality eval-
uation loop can be one of the most important aspects. In this part we show how in addition
to the BLEU metric [12], the de facto standard for automatic MT scoring, we employ
human evaluation of translation adequacy and fluency. We take a close look at how the
two approaches correlate. Further, we share our experience developing our business sen-
sitivity framework, which helps us proofread the final translation identifying particularly
pernicious errors.
2 Optimization and training
2.1 Model architecture
The core of our translation pipeline is based on OpenNMT [7], which is a Lua written frame-
work for training encoder-decoder neural architectures. Usually, both the encoder and the de-
coder recurrent neural networks (RNNs), in our case typically long short-termmemory (LSTM)
units [5], each with 4 layers. We always use (global) attention layer with input feeding to help
the model learn faster by keeping a “memory” of past alignment decisions [10]. For European
languages we use “case features” (see Section 3.1) as additional input variables from the “cases”
embedding space [14]. The main word embeddings are concatenated with the case embeddings
to form the inputs to the encoder. At each layer of the encoder the RNNs are bi-directional [13].
Both the encoder and the decoder use residual connections between layers [4] as well as the
dropout rate of 0.3 [16].
2.2 Optimization and model fitting
2.2.1 Single-GPU environment
To optimize the training of our NMT system in single-GPU environments, we evaluated dif-
ferent algorithms primarily based on their speed of convergence and translation output quality.
The dataset used was English-German property descriptions with one million parallel sentences.
We conducted experimentswith four well-known optimizers: stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
with learning rate decay, Adam [6], Adagrad [3] and Adadelta [18]. Our SGD decay strategy is
based on a combination of the perplexity score and epoch number, meaning we decay current
learning rate by a multiplicative factor of 0.7 if current epoch’s validation perplexity does not
decrease, and after each epoch after the 9th epoch. Our initial learning parameters for SGD,
Adam, Adagrad and Adadelta are 1.0, 0.0002, 0.1, and 1.0 respectively. We ran the model for
20 epochs and used both perplexity per epoch and BLEU score after every five epochs on the
validation set of 10,000 sentences to measure the performance. Our results are summarized in
Table 1 and Figure 1.
As can be seen in Table 1 and Figure 1, we observed that initially Adam converged faster
as expected because it applies momentum on a per parameter basis, but SGD took over as soon
as decay started and outperformed Adam thereafter. The perplexity reached by SGD in the 9th
epoch was already achieved by Adam in the 6th. But from the 10th epoch onward, as soon
as SGD learning rate starts decaying indefinitely, Adam’s perplexity is consistently worse than
that of SGD. However, there was no decrease in perplexity from 15th till 20th epoch, so SGD
already converged by epoch 15. We also observed that Adagrad performed very poorly on
our model. Adadelta was much better than Adagrad but still slightly behind Adam and SGD.
Optimizer
Perplexity BLEU Time
per epoch5 10 15 20 5 10 15 20
SGD
with decay
2.37 2.15 2.06 2.06 43.74 45.10 45.84 46.58 6h 11m
Adam 2.26 2.16 2.18 2.24 44.89 45.33 45.21 44.78 +40m
Adagrad 38.75 19.82 15.21 12.55 1.4 2.25 2.56 3.14 +14m
Adadelta 2.62 2.42 2.36 2.32 42.43 43.42 44.35 44.07 +54m
Table 1: Performance of different optimizers on training English-German translation model
reported every 5 epochs. Each experiment was conducted in a single NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU.
We further validated our results using BLEU scores every 5 epochs. The results were mostly
consistent with what we observe by looking at perplexity. In terms of time taken per epoch,
SGD was the fastest. Adam was about 10% slower in comparison.
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Figure 1: Model convergence. The subplot on the left shows model convergence for three
different optimizers: SGD, Adam and Adadelta. Adagrad in our setting did so poorly that it
would not fit in the plot (its validation at epoch 20 was above 12). The right subplot compares
the convergence of SGD on a single GPU to those of SGD run on an 8-GPU cluster using
synchronous and asynchronous parameter updates.
2.2.2 Multi-GPU environment
Next we experimentedwith the use of multiple GPUs by using data parallelism technique which
trains batches in parallel on different GPUs. On a single GPU our model takes 6h11m per epoch
on average, and we usually see it converging around 15th epoch, which means training a model
on only 1 million sentences takes about 4 days. 15 epochs on a corpus of size 10M could easily
translate to around 40 days1. In an attempt to speed up our development cycle, we ran some
experiments with synchronous and asynchronous SGD (with decay) on a cluster of 2, 4, 6 and
8 GPUs. The main difference between these two approaches is that in synchronous mode all
gradients are accumulated and parameter updates are synchronized, while in asynchronous each
GPU calculates its own gradient and communicates with the “master copy” of parameters inde-
pendently and asynchronously. This mater copy of parameters is stored on a single dedicated
GPU which is not used for training. To achieve a faster convergence through better parameter
initialization, only one GPU works for the first 6,000 iterations in async SGD.
As can be seen in Figure 2, average time per epoch came down as we addedmore hardware:
1Reported estimates do not account for any time related to model checkpointing.
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GPUs sync SGD async SGD
2 3h31m 5h52m
4 2h14m 2h05m
6 1h39m 1h16m
8 1h23m 56m
Figure 2: Time per 1M iterations taken by synchronous and asynchronous SGD. On a single
GPU the same model takes 6.18 hours.
from 6h11m to 1h23m for sync and to only 56 minutes for async. Note that with 2 GPUs, async
takes almost the same time as non-parallel SGD (around 6 hours) while sync is much faster at
3h31m. The reason for that is that 2-GPU async is almost equivalent to a single GPU model
as async blocks one GPU completely to store the master copy of parameters and is not used
for training. Because async mode skips the overhead of parameter synchronization, it was
expected that it would be faster than sync, so we also looked at the quality as measured by
perplexity. During the first epoch sync perplexity is much worse than that of async due to only
1 GPU working in async for first 6,000 iterations resulting in better parameter initialization
(this cannot be seen in Figure 1 which has been cropped for better visibility; sync has first
epoch perplexity of 9.61, compared to 5.61 for async and 3.68 for single-GPU SGD). However,
for all remaining epochs their scores are very similar. Single-GPU SGD, on the other hand,
performed noticeably better in the first half of the training, but gets quite similar to multi-GPU
models eventually (although still marginally better). Overall we are very happy with async’s
performance as it is able to reduce the training time by about 85%.
2.3 The importance of corpus size
In order see how much benefit we get from an increased corpus size, we compared models
trained on 1M, 2.5M, 5M, 7.5M and 10M sentences. For fair comparison we report the learning
curves as a function of number of iterations (training time) and not the epoch number. Figure 3
shows our findings.
Essentially there were no major surprises. It appears that given enough iteration the model
with more distinct sentences will have a higher BLEU score. Notice how in the beginning
smaller datasets are actually winning, but given enough training time the model is starting to
take full advantage of more data. The largest corpus size of 10M does not have the best perfor-
mance at the end of 90M iterations, however as we shall see in Section 4.3 this is in fact not true
and according to human evaluations 10M gives the best results which are simply not captured
by the BLEU metric.
3 Handling real-world content
3.1 Tokenization and case features
In our final models we use byte-pair encoding (BPE) tokenization procedure [15]. BPE is a
compression technique which was recently adapted to find optimal tokens for sequence com-
position in sequence-to-sequence learning tasks. In theory the technique should find a perfect
compromise between using word-level translation (and dealing with out-of-vocabulary entities)
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Figure 3: Performance (measured by BLEU score) of a model trained on different corpus sizes,
reported every 10M iterations.
and character-level translation (and dealing with much longer sequences of tokens). The pro-
cedure is very straightforward. We start with a set of tokens which is the list of acceptable
characters and iteratively grow it, at each step adding a concatenation of two items already in
the list which is the most frequent in our corpus. The number of iterations can be viewed as
the algorithm’s only hyperparameter. We can either apply BPE to the source and the target sen-
tences separately, or we can apply them to the combined corpus. Based on our experiment (see
Table 2) we decided ended up with the joint version.
50k-Vocab
baseline[9]
Joint BPE Separate BPE
30k 50k 70k 90k 30k 50k 70k 90k
Epoch 5 39.54 43.75 43.46 43.40 41.23 42.81 42.35 39.73
N/A
Epoch 10 40.95 44.55 44.52 43.81 43.81 43.39 43.48 43.51
Epoch 15 42.01 45.08 45.91 46.14 45.75 43.58 43.23 45.17
Epoch 20 42.15 46.31 46.43 46.61 45.62 45.22 46.00 45.90
Table 2: Comparison of the BLEU scores of identically trained models with different BPE
configurations, as well as the baseline with a vocabulary of 50,000 most common words (see
[9] for more details on the baseline model). All experiments were run on 1M corpus. We found
70,000 tokens (70k) jointly trained BPE to have the highest validation BLEU score. Because
we saw a strong pattern which made it clear that separately trained BPE 90k model was not
going to win, we decided to not run that experiment as it is also the most expensive one.
Apart from applying BPE tokenization we also use case features preprocessing. This al-
lows us to map the same words and word pieces spelled with different cases to the same em-
beddings while also passing the casing information separately. For example raw terms book,
Book and BOOK would all be mapped to the same token book, but would have different ac-
companying case feature values. Case features get their own embeddings which get combined
with token embeddings during the translation [14]. In theory this greatly increases the encoding
and decoding efficiency of the system, which we also observed in practice through much better
performance over not using case features.
Raw source
Offering a restaurant with WiFi, Hodor Ecolodge
is located in Winterfell.
Tokenized source
offeringC aL restaurantL withL wiC fiC ,N hoC
dorL ecolodgeL isL locatedL inL winterC fellL .L
Tokenized Output
dieC hoC dorL ecolodgeC inL winterC fellL bietetL
einL restaurantL mitL wlanU .N
De-tokenized output
Die Hodor Ecolodge in Winterfell bietet ein
Restaurant mit WLAN.
Table 3: A typical sentence describing an accommodation translated from English to German.
Before being fed into the encoder, the sentence is first tokenized using byte-pair encodings.
Notice how the words “Hodor” and “Winterfell” which never occurred in our training corpus
are split into pieces which are understood by the encoder. The symbol  indicates no space
between two neighboring word pieces. The superscripts are case features (C: true case, L:
lower case, U: all capitals, N: non-alphabetic)
3.2 Handling named entities
Text in the travel domain contains a large amount of entities. There is almost always some
destination involved, a property name, distances, times, etc. Although many NMT researchers
report results on end-to-end neural networks [1, 2, 17], we often found RNN encoder-decoder
architecture insufficient to produce acceptable results, mainly due to mishandled named entities.
This section outlines our approach to processing such entities which drastically improves the
translation output quality.
As an example, mistranslated distances constitute one of the most common error types
when NMT is applied naively on raw text, even with very large corpus sizes (over 10M par-
allel sentences). Interestingly NMT often correctly converts between kilometers and miles for
commonly occurring distances (e.g. 5km, 10 miles); however, the number of distance-related
mistakes in our validation set is too large to be left untreated. Another common type of error is
related to times and dates (12 vs 24 hour clock times, different date formats).
Source sentence
Winterfell Railway Station can be reached in a 55-minute
car ride.
Pure NMT translation
Den Bahnhof Winterfell erreichen Sie nach einer
5-mintigen Autofahrt.
NMT with distance
placeholders
Den Bahnhof Winterfell erreichen Sie nach einer
55-mintigen Autofahrt.
Table 4: Translation of a sentence involving a distance using a BPE-based NMT model and
an identically trained model with placeholder preprocessing. These types of errors are critical,
however they are not adequately reflected in the BLEU score or decoder perplexity change.
In most such cases we used a set of manually created templates to search for entities and
replace them with special placeholders. As our team does not understand most of the languages
that we build MT systems for, we get some help from our in-house language specialists (trans-
lators). The template refinement cycle goes as follows. We come up with a set of reasonable
regular expressions to identify named entities of a certain type in both languages and run them
on our parallel corpus. Then we take the set of sentences where the numbers of recognized enti-
ties differs between the source and the target. We then look at the breakdown of most common
entities in either language which did not have corresponding parallel counterparts, and refine
our regular expressions accordingly. At translation (prediction) stage, we preprocess the input to
replace all named entities with corresponding placeholders, run the translation, then substitute
back the named entities parsed according to the target language format. This simple approach
dramatically improves the translation output quality for sentences which involve problematic
named entities.
4 Quality evaluation
Unlike simple classification or regression tasks, sequence learning problems are much more
difficult to evaluate. The problem comes from the fact that there can be many possible solutions
and it is hard (and often impossible) to compare the model output to all valid “true values”.
To assess the quality of translations automatically, a useful heuristic is the so-called BLEU
score [12] which roughly measures the degree of word overlap between the model translation
and a human translation. BLEU score is attractive because it is completely automatic given
translated sentences and correspondingmodel predicted sentences. However, multiple problems
have been noted in using BLEU score alone. As a purely counting-based metric, BLEU will
favor translation which have more common words and n-grams with the reference translation,
regardless of the sentence grammar. It would also penalize models which rephrase the sentence
in a way which uses different words from the reference sentence, while preserving its meaning.
In this section we first describe how we leverage our in-house linguistic expertise to score
our models in a relevant way (Section 4.1). Then we analyze how BLEU score correlates with
human metrics (Section 4.3).
4.1 Human evaluation loop
Our main human evaluation is based on adequacy/fluency methodology2 which, as the name
suggests, is based on two criteria: adequacy and fluency. Adequacy shows to what degree the
meaning of the source sentence is preserved, while fluency scores how grammatically well-
formed (from the native speaker’s perspective) the translated segment sounds. Each sentence
is scored by two independent professional translators from English to German (native German
speakers). For the experiments in Section 4.3 we chose 200 randomly selected sentences and
translators with at least one year of experience professionally translating Booking.com content.
Additionally we use human evaluators to score the quality of entity handling (as described
in Section 3.2). For that task each sentence known to contain a specific entity type is given a
binary score of whether or not the entity is translated correctly. We found having a separate
evaluation specific to entities in addition to adequacy and fluency is important as it helps us to
decide on tokenization procedure, entity handling procedures, etc.
4.2 Business sensitivity analysis
One important shortcoming of the BLEU score is that it says nothing about the so-called “busi-
ness sensitive” errors. For example, the cost of mistranslating “Parking is available” to mean
“There is free parking” is much greater than a minor grammatical error in the output. Typically
it is very difficult to detect such errors because doing so requires some understanding of the sen-
2https://www.taus.net/academy/best-practices/evaluate-best-practices
Precision Recall F1 Score
EN DE EN DE EN DE
Free parking 0.97 0.96 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.95
Non-free parkinga 0.79 0.83 0.89 0.85 0.84 0.84
Not about parking 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99
Average 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.96
(a) Performance of English and German components of our BSF framework measured with a hold-out set
of 500 examples.
German prediction
Free parking Non-free parkinga Not about parking
E
n
g
li
sh
p
re
d
ic
ti
o
n Free parking 99.4% 0.5% 0.1%
Non-free parkinga 5.1% 94.6% 0.3%
Not about parking < 0.1% < 0.1% 99.9%
(b) The result of applying BSF to our English/German corpus, expressed in matches normalized by the
total English volumes. For example out of all English sentences which BSF annotated as “Free parking”,
99.4% also get predicted as “Free parking” in German, while 0.5% of those get identified as “Non-free
parking”a and 0.1% as not about parking at all.
a Non-free parking can either be a sentence about clearly paid parking, or it can be something ambiguous as “There
is parking available nearby”
Table 5: Business-sensitive translation errors analysis for English-German pair for the “parking
availability” aspect.
tence meaning. Even so, given the potentially huge cost of such mistakes, we have developed a
basic “business sensitivity framework” (BSF) layer to detect certain specific types of errors.
The way it works is rather straightforward. It is a two-stage system, where we first identify
the sentences with a particular sensitive aspect (e.g. parking availability, pet policy, etc.) then
we apply two classifiers (one to the source sentence, the other to the translation) to identify
the predicted values of this aspect (e.g. “free parking”, “pets not allowed” etc.) Finally, BSF
flags the sentence as problematic if the predicted aspect values differ between the source and
the translation. For the first layer of finding relevant sentences, we learn word and phrase
embeddings by training word2vec [11] on our full (monolingual) corpora. Then we pick a few
“seed” words or phrases (e.g. “pet”, ”dog”, “cat” for the pet policy aspects) and expand the
list by looking at those words’ word2vec cosine distance neighborhoods. After our language
specialists proofread the list, it is used to identify the relevant sentences via simple keyword
matching. For the classification task we use a bag-of-ngrams linear model approach [8].
As an example, Table 5 shows the BSF performance for “parking availability” aspect in
English→ German translation.
4.3 BLEU score vs human-based metrics
While BLEU score is very convenient to use because it can be computed automatically, the
main metrics we really trust are human-based (see Section 4.1). Here we look at how the
BLEU scores from our English-German corpus size experiment of Section 2.3 are correlated
with adequacy/fluency metrics.
The results are shown in Figure 4. The training with the corpus size of 10M clearly gives
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Figure 4: BLEU against adequacy/fluency scores for English-German corpus size experiment
from Section 4.1
the best performance according to human evaluation, however this is not reflected in the BLEU
score. As we can see the correlation between human metrics and BLEU score is rather tenuous.
In particular, had we only looked at BLEU, we could have easily made the wrong conclusion
about our experiment from Section 2.3.
5 Conclusion
We have presented our approach to developing a large scale NMT system, specifically focusing
on practical considerations. We presented the performance of different optimization strategies
for model training in single- and multi-GPU environments. We found that a combination of
Adam and SGD with learning rate decay works the best on a single GPU, and asynchronous
SGD parallelization is a great strategy to dramatically speed up the training. We presented the
advantages of BPE tokenization for machine translation and argued in favor of preprocessing
named entities for better quality translation. Finally, we presented our approach of dealing with
critical translation mistakes through our business sensitivity framework and argue that despite
being the main metric in research, BLEU score alone can be a poor way of tracing MT system
improvement.
In the future we are going to continue running optimization related experiments, particu-
larly around better strategies for taking advantage of multiple GPUs. In order to leverage our
massive monolingual corpora that are not translated, we are also focusing more on the research
topics of model pre-training and similar techniques. Other important research topics to us are
domain adaptation and user-generated content.
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